
Surprise Sequence Sampler Scarf in Color 

Materials:  230 yards of sport or dk weight yarn in a main color (MC) and 230 yards of 

sport or dk weight yarn in contrast color (CC) & size US 6 or 7 needle. 

 

Notes:   

1) Sequence knitting is when the repeat (or sequence) across a 

row is the same on every row.  It is easy to memorize. 

2) The first row will be the right side.  Mark it with a pin. 

3) The scarf will be about 9” wide and 60” long.  

4) Each Sequence is worked by working: *2 rows of MC, 2 rows CC, repeat from *. 

 

With MC, cast on 42 sts. 

1st Sequence:  [k2, p2, k2] repeat.  Work this sequence across all stitches, changing 

colors every two rows as indicated in the notes (i.e, 2 rows MC, 2 rows CC, 2 rows, 

MC, etc.) for a total of 64 rows. 

 

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC. 

Repeat the last 4 rows 3 times more. [16 rows of Stockinette Stitch total] 

 

2nd Sequence:  [K3, p1, k2] repeat.  Work this sequence across all stitches, changing 

colors every two rows as indicated in the notes for a total of 64 rows. 

 

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC. 

Repeat the last 4 rows 3 times more, increasing 1 stitch on last purl row. [16 rows of 

Stockinette Stitch total; 43 stitches] 

 

3rd Sequence:  [K3, P3] repeat.  Work this sequence across all stitches, changing col-

ors every two rows as indicated in notes for a total of 64 rows.   

Note: On this sequence, the rows will end with K1 after the P3.  

 

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC.   

Repeat the last 4 rows 3 more times, decreasing 1 stitch on last purl row.  [16 rows of 

Stockinette Stitch total; 42 stitches] 



4th Sequence:  [K2,P2] repeat.  Each row will end with Work this sequence across all 

stitches, changing colors every two rows as indicated in notes for a total of 64 rows.   

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC.  

Repeat the last 4 rows 3 more times, increasing 1 stitch on last purl row.  [16 rows of 

Stockinette Stitch total; 43 stitches] 

5th Sequence [K1, p1, k1, p2, k1].  Work this sequence across all stitches, changing 

colors every two rows as indicated in notes for a total of 64 rows.   

Note: On this sequence, the rows will end with K2, instead of K1. 

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC.  

Repeat the last 4 rows 3 more times, increasing 1 stitch on last purl row.  [16 rows of 

Stockinette Stitch total; 44 stitches] 

6th Sequence [k2, p1, k3]. Work this sequence across all stitches, changing colors 

every two rows as indicated in notes for a total of 64 rows.   

Note: On this sequence, the rows will end with K5, instead of K3. 

Knit a row with MC, purl a row with MC, knit a row with CC, purl a row with CC.  

Bind of with CC. 

I hope you enjoyed sequence knitting!  Make sure you are on our mailing list to get 

notification of more mystery KALs with us!  This pattern will be available for purchase 

in a couple of weeks. 

Happy knitting! 

Darlene  
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